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has been taken in Coach Newborn s eel be initiated and a good prorose
the
creek
and
work
will
go fore
ter. Call Beelerton Exchange, Mrs broadcast from nine stations in the I cause foe the lead remaining on the
squad The getthe starts at 230 p
%VA rci despite weather conditions,
gram Is planned
John Bostick.
upper Mississippi Valley.
'apples
Russel Trivia, city engineer slats&

HAL SPRAGINS BUYS V.L.TEL itlaAtiAtir
INTEREST IN "NEWS

MATHIS IS RETURNFD
TO FULTON CHURCH

J. LOWE DIES OF WORK STARTS ON
SAWMILL INJURIES NEW POWER PLANT

E. CONFERENCE HELD
ANNUAL SESSION HERE

MORE THAN $100,000
PAID FOR CORN HERE

a.tti%:.

eRosx

IESPEDEZA GROWERS
MEET AT HI(KMAN

300 TONS OF BLACK
WALNUTS SOLD HERE

•
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Invent utetion
like to threw hia ail with
I Print lItudtart—Hal Sprashin Jr. YOU He wits vonvInced that a reel
l'ehlishere and Editor,
field for nervier was open hoe
which would ultimately revolt In
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
satisfectory rentuneratittna for his
Late,ea as floweret close matter JJuies efforts.
With vonsidernble experience In
101. 1033, at the poet office at Fulton,
Ky . under the ail of march 3, tan. operating 41 tiewepaper he Isl positive
that any hope of persona reward
IISCRIPTION HATES
must he procetalial by rentleting it
$1 50 true service to his community Mid
ONE YEAR (In edvance)
$O he covrta the opportunity to be of
SIX MORTIIS
40 such service to We new home.
THREE MONTHS "
Fultogi, tin county and
The city
OBITUARIES, cm tis of thioilo4. fretting territory appeal to him. It
business notices and political ii ii
neither his intention lair m1,1114111
cherged at the rate of lc pet word j to COnle Into your community and
illy
,high preasure methoda or other
,
taetics equally repulsive to him deA PERSONAL WORD
mend attention to himself Hitt fond It us with considerable pleasure eat hope is to live ameng you and
that the w titre states that he will as we voter to know each other betbe aresocinted with The Fulton ter, to gain !slime of Yew confidence,
k with 1'III in the building of
County New. in the future.
Coming here almost by accident your town in order that we all may
wane twil or three wet LS ago he was hope to prosper more than we have
!motes
with your city and after lit the past
(toting.
1.4 011111

FACTORS
PROFITABLE EGG PRODUCTION
1. Uniform Texture--(the birds gut full bvnt,
fit of all ingredients.)
2. Your hens like it.
3. Greater egg production.
4. Cod Liver Oil (for health, vigor & vitality.)
5. Dried Buttermilk for disease resistance and
higher hatches.
6. Low in undigestable material.

FEED

7

-7

SWIFT'S EGG MASH
KEEPS DOWN DEATH LOSS

Fwitt If Co.
EAST STATE LINE SO. FULTON ; TrNN.

treeivrit by the Louisville
l ilted for the same pet kid of 1g3$
otinituital tearoom, %ill
II al office of the Depettment of
hey in the preservation of their "old Citillinerve Mateo itiereitmeil eked 4
Mins Amy Seates of Weetet'll State
home Sewn "
petered tioni September to thaoher Tenciters Ctillege in Bowling Ilreett
son& piefet'etwe. Iii him editorial
lit Item 'him the usual inci vitae et thin spent last week end In Fulton with
aeltittios he will
seamen of tile Veel' The aggtestitte parents, Mr mid Mrs Julian Scales
his optimal
TOI,D OF
on %allows mullein of IntereNI old%
SEASON'S REOCIATIONs doe of sales for the fitat tett monSetatial Street
after careful eittinideration NIA A11,11
t'N't'i he way say will he illitt'ere
/111111VI S lit this s windy have el.
Possibly fuu may not agree with vends, atertiel preietration for the
111111, its vertatitly your pi Ivilege to hunting smelt% Owlet (lame is rethink otherwise but with thelmild polled Nefirre this year, and the
ing of the community uppeinilait Ill kliewing regulatiotin have been ate
out tone's We (1111 Work filgellier,
hy the Depot Intent of Cote
To Fill Your
111114:11,111 (Mr Individual VIIOWN, 1..1 •I 51)1,01, PI k000 of 1 ilow 311,I
gut selfish intereetri and phut tot the Ill Frittikfort
('oal Bins Now
\N't. Have The Best Ky.
(adult,
Noventhei. 15 to December IS
c11:11 You Can Buy
Sincerely
Woialeiteek
Hal Moragins, Ji
Nosentlee 24th to Jemiery 9th—
_
Hob White end Itaithlt.
CANADA IN COMING
Deisainheo as-November 20
'
Decks and Gesell,
The paper oil which these %lath,
' Federal duck 'damps.
may
are printed is celled newsprint Its I',' obtained it the poideffice, tined
manufacture
4
C111111LIICS
K.c01141 Iii' attached to the limiting Ileet1Ple
arratied industry when it comes to hit. taking migretlity water fowl
net value of prooltictioni
lot 11135
The shell limit for repenting ',hitt.
Caned° expotrted more than 1194.tailia tome is three, end the gauge of the
at worth of paper and paper goods. shotgun cannot be largei• then No lo
Thin represents 2,500,000 tons of
No baltine or tow of live ileceys
newsprint, over 2,000,000 of which ale allowed
were shipped into the V. S Iler
Resident hunting lieense 14 $1 1111
greatest export IN wheat. She IN one 111a1 the non-resident 110011Me fee
,,f the great granatien el the world 1110 50
.1
,
111' 111/ III file 11111 of her motto's,.1 wealth IN fishing Over 80,000 URE
1.ITTER ON I.A11,
ate directly employed in that
!NO 110VME 1.1,0011
eats its' sell many more indirectly
----ii
twin lag.
forests and
dining •
5,15
It
as inthet than ftem het fect,iii, 11:111111.1. 111“1111r! 111 ,1 Vow.
.
—mem the wealth that has given 111111P11, flee,
kip, 'livered •
sleights' and proaprrity to the vast warm ilia lona This helps
Domitiiiin She not wily feeds the laying hens in three ways:
Mat.
hilton, Ky.
Nit.
!Indies
3 vest number of human
Ist Thp litter ;lets It an instil
.2 ) P. Ai.
7:00
being* but by supplying most of the eter which keeps the fluor %Yonnet
melted in feeding their minds as for your chicken to walk on
- -SATURDAY, November '21.
II
2nd. Litter 101 the floor of the
laying house takes up moisture and
LIMITER TANKS
Special Prices on Sat. until 5 1'. M.
keeps your house dryer than n bare
_
concrete or dirt flogs
Jinn neyt to and (tom the wed
11 Keeping litter on your nem
or the spring house are toilsome makes your laying house easier ta
things on the farm. The spring house clean.
us usually at the foot of a hill, and
There are a number of different
the farm house on top of a hill, and materials that can be used as litter
between the two the distance is at
Oat or wheat straw is very good
least one hundred feet and some- as it keeps the floor warm and will
times more than a hundred yards. take up a large amount of moistThis distance is repeatedly covered ure. When straw is used keep it n
Shorts
(A Real Western)
during the day by women carrying bout four inches deep on the flom
Serial
milk, butter, buttermilk and drink- and change it at least every two
ing water, Rack of the house, and weeks. This will not be a difficult
SUNDAY-MONDAY, Nov. 22-23
supplied by spouting from the roof, task and your laying house will be
is the cistern, whence water is cleaned when you remove the straw
drawn to do the family washing.
Many farmers do not have strtie
The picture has a certain charm, and will have to depend on !tome and the quaintness does not all leave thing else as a means of litter.
it when the spring house is replaced
In some cases it will be possible
With: JACK HOLT--EVELYN VENABLE
by the old oaken bucket, the chain, to rake up dry leaves
and store them
pump or the force pump Yet we are! away in a dry place. These can la
Tuesday-Wednesday, Nov. 24-25
glad to learn from a speech made used during the winter for changine
before the Farm Bureau Association. vuur litter in your laying
that more than 32 percent of farm This way you may use these le.
houses now has t' limning water. and, increase your egg production
that in 38 percent of them washing increase your profit.
STARRING
machines have superseded the wash
Clean corn cube crushed make a
tub.
HENRY HUNTER— POLLY BOWLES
very geed litter as they will last a
It is a generally accepted fact a- long time; take up moisture and abThursday-Friday, Nov. 26-27
round Fulton that the lives of farm seil) the odor from the droppings
women have been hard enough, and
CLAIRE
TREVOR JANE DARWELL
Don't let your hens walk around
that this day and age they are en- on a bare floor between now and
titled to emancipation from the bur- • April 1st. It will cut down your ega
dens which made their grandmoth- production and eggs are worti.
ers old women when they should money.
have been entering their prime. To- '
WITH:
day modern invention makes ts pos- "10-CENT" STORE SALES
sible for every farmer to lighten the
ARLINE JUDGE—EVELYN VENABLE
UP THIS OCTOBER
load his wife has long been forced
-to carry. And it is geed hi learn
Daily average sales of varlet'.
Watch the paper next week for the date on
through the Farm Bureau Associa- stores for October were about 9'
tion that many of them are doing higher than for October of last yeai
that eery thing.
and about 11'; above the same rnea
th of 1934, according to estin •
TIIE SMALL TOWN STAYS
Residents o! Fulton will find much
of interest in an article from the pen
of Dr. C. W. Thompeon, of the Iowa
state Planning Board, to the effect
that in spite of the auto the small
towns will survive. He points out
that radio and the automobile have
abolished the one-time isolation of
the rural dweller and made him as
style-conscious otherwise as his city
brother. For the purchase of articles
bought at only intervals of considerc;
\
able length, he turns then to the lar‘p.,
t
/Bed
ger selection of the coy. But eeen
t,:z1.44
so. Da Thompson declares that the
general store will stick with the
small town for many years to come.
He says the buying of things frequently purchased—groceries and
other everyday conveniences and
necessities—will always be done in
the small town stores. Today, as always. virtually every one of them
is enjoying the trade of its own
neighborhood territory. Neither do
the people in the small town's business radius, when they can save the
transportation charges by trading at
home. ge farther for such commodities as lumber and cement. Farm
machinery likewise, where the dealer is on lila toes, will continue to be
sold in the small town.
Dr. Thompson's conclusions are
good news not only for the small
town but as well for t.l.st large proportion of the inhia
4 every
•
Ii 0 t he IleWN Of the community 10
1 t14. beat of lila ability, relating 111v
10101 OA 1114
them, without ;rea-
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P. T. JONES LI SONS

THEATRE

,if

•

TOM TYLER

"Trigger Tom"
"North of Nome"

"LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR':

p

"STAR FOR A NIGHT"

"PENNIES FROM HEAVEN"

MIMI-----NB NMI WM

learn Wald
WE SIMPLY HAD to see the big game,"writes
an ardent follower of football,"and so our
party took a car cn an Illinois Central train
for the round-trip. The service en route
was perfect. Meals were served to us in the
car, and the waiters were most obliging.
"We thought that was mighty fine, and
we never expected, anything more.
"Imagine our delight then, as we sat
chilled to the bone between halves, to see
our obliging waiters come marching up the
stadium aisle with pots of steaming coffee!
"We visit many football games, and you
may be sure that the Illinois Central is
All-American with us"

ION

IMOIMP

BLACK WALNUTS
MEW PATRONS are sometimes
surer-teed by the deftness wall
which Lancia Central workers aatica
pate their every need. This ability ii
• result ct long experience It typifies
oar cascara decara to =aka patesas
feel at home.
40000114e'011911110......"
President

We are in the market
for Black Walnuts and
will pay these prices:
Unhulled, 100 lbs. 50c
Huller, 100 lbs. _ $1.50
Delivered to Us

G. H. DALLAS

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
L—SYSTE M

•• •.for
gAre4
.0c
"
St`„
Al f45t- wale'
voo:
re vd.tec

Beware Coughs
from common colds

CENT

asseeltaa'

That Hang On
No matter how many medicines you
have tried for your cough, chest cold
or bronchial irritation, you can get relief now with Creomulsioa. Serinas
trouble may be brewing and you cannot afford to take n chnnne with anything less thao Creeieuision, which
goes right to the seat of the trouble
the
•.-1
to std mauve to - •!,
Inflamed mcmbi-,t1 ,
i
11 .1
;)•!'. I.
phlegm Is
Even 4.!
r
vour
don't be discourna.
authortred to gearertiee
and to rafund your money if
satisfied with results froas the very naas,

i ALL THE NOT WATER
LYOU PrEtgieteirdi
FOR JUST A FEW
((NTS A DAY
lip
I'
-1
I

the most delightful
THANKSGIVING DINNER
prepared in the easiest way

MR. ANT' MRS. HOMEFOLKS: That's the beauty of ciccEric cookery. . . . It gives you the most savory and healthful
meals because it retains all the flavorous juices and nourishing
elements of meats, vegetables, breads, etc. . . . It saves you
time and work because it's very clean and fully automatic.
. . . And it helps you keep down living expenses because
it's mighty economical in operation.
Come in tomorrow and get all the facts about electric cookery.
. . . Sec the ncw HOTPOINT Ranges. . . . Let us explain
how you can have one in your kitchen on easy terms.
REDDY KILOWATT
Vow Eleter eral .S4444041

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
incorperarea

E. C. 1l.11:DF:STY. Mgr
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a home. The "stage door
Johii'. with his offers of duitwools. lotion .11105 1111(1 eilkY
IIV1111/ is ii Iii iii tutu l while
twewoitetally a ehorils ;.!irl has
elitinee to iii ii'..' bet ween
her ealcer and luxury, the
route usually leads throuttli
Ii to the strains of
tile
"Here Comes the Bride."
Nor ere chorus boys all
the Mi..,
S-511e
popular movie stare ot il.1111Y
411111°04 as chorus boys yesterday, for no other reason then
I at they eiitild dance awl
had to eat.
ii
alive knows the
1111111
oh ins girls and boys of
Broadway and Hollywood
better than doee Bobby Connolly, the famous dance director who staged the production numbers of the new
cosmopolitan picture "(*ain
and Mabel" starring Marion
Davies and Clark Gable,
which opens at the Orpheurn
l'heatre on Sunday as a Wu?
net Bros release
("on:lolly IR on record tot
stating that chorus girls rake
the very best wives. And : e
should know, for he married
one.
Su far as the records show.
Clark Gable was never a
chorus boy, but Marion Davies, who is not only the film's
outstanding star, but one of
the world's great women. was
a Ziegfeld girl and shp's
mighty proud of it.
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Ti e daughter
Judge. Ai
was born in Brooklyn. N. Y.
tool christened Mari,w Moires. She was not quite 15
years old when she borrneed
an older sister's dress and got
lierself a job in the chorus
of the Ziegfeld FollA. Within a week she was one of
Ziegfeld's glorified beauties,
but she didn't quit there.
She could dance, sing and
developed a flair for mitniery
that is unsurpasi c . Si.'
kept on worhing anti learnIns! She went up the ladder
of fame and Novel there.
And the list is ion;' of
those who have done
There. is Bathers Atanwyek,
for instance. and Virginia
Bruce. You've heard of Joan
Crawford! There's a girl
that really had to fight her
way up. Every film fan
knows her today. Roby Keeler. the Warner Bros star who
is the wife of Al Jolson, was
iii the chorus of a night club
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bor,r,rile went into the
lies. But she had the talent.
Ann Dvorak is another
Warner Bros.' star who not
only began in the chorus. bitt
learned to dance so well
beetune a dunce director. '1',..1;.1y Rhie '01 not only it real
Jilin star, hut ia ime of Cali.
fornia 's most eriolito
women. 'i.e is a hiteteriolt,
ei•t and is ,
erionsly illiere0 •
el in Other 311.04•011 1(..
1 14. 1111t
still (lane..
'risen there RN'
Swanson. N'irgini-t tiro: A, pl! I f)ove. June
Cars!
Hughes. Alice Faye — but
what 's the use! Toilet' a
leading feminine tilm or stage
'-'sir (Mit '41111 '11 probably
bold' ft girl who's !wen in
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The eleaus is the owl -the end of the read is fame
and fort one for thoe..,• too,
have w lint it tal..• s and nit.
to WA" it.
To a lesser degree the -Imo
thing is true about men
ime was when the nanie
"eliorie, boy" was not an al.
1.,..zettier (N4111.1.111. i,t,iry so.
p..11ation It used to he Nail

Bennetts Drug Store

that %ail.' :lie ..1,0•Iis ;, the
starting pine.. 1.,r g,r1. it ‘. is
the Mt epping
point Jr
!toll. But no inure —
latiy a former downs Loy
had reached stage sueress, hut
Iii' dancing page in the book
'its kept eitrefit I 1 elosa.l.
Then the It 1111.144h Valentino broke the spell. And
today rousider snout film stars
as Pat O'Brien, Allen -1,11knot and William Powell.
Really and truly. Pat
O'Brien. who calls himself
"one of the tulip of Hollysv,
.oil" danced in the chorus,
and Jenhins will tell you lots
of chorus boy stories if you
cateh him in a talking 1210,41.
And there are plenty othei •
-Telent seouts see ale ays
eat.•hing the 111..114.• for 1- x 4.,ptionally
gill 1 piayers,•'
says Conrolly. "If they have
the partieillar something that
lifts them ab,,11. the erowd,
get Ilie4 chance. In
•Cain 1,111•1 Mabel' we II•ie
e.00rns dancers. to (Antuti
wijoh we looked over a thou
sand applieants. Of the lc,
selested on. or two have
1i.5,10 a distinct impression
It win 't he long before they
are enlIel for othor
'le 011 their Vu ui"

I It 44ifirt4

If you are in need of money, we are making
short-time loans. We invite you to consult with
us, as we can help you solve your financial prob1(•ms

LOANS MADE TO
RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE

Jones Loan &
Investment Co.

PRICES FALL
in wake of
TORNADO
of
BARGAINS
at
BROS.
H

Niptft In

/It

4t 4r

Nag

TAP./

SERVICE
as you'd have it
EXPERIENCED supervision is essential to good service, as you would have it,
and it costs no more Our
prices are most reasonable.
No extra charge for use of
our funcu al home and equipment

Phone 15-J
WINSTEADJONES & CO.

BE SURE TO SEE "CAIN & MABEL" AT THE ORPHEUM THEATRE, THANKSGIVING DAY OR FRIDAY
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ii'.it O'Brien and Alen lenAins deoced for their
mes.i's while fighting for a foothold on Broadway.
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Books, like sermons, will get attention when they have something
that the human race wants

(Inc.)
Fulton, Ky.

INSURANCE
IN F.

01- TIIE GREATEST
sate:minis that can be had—It's
not spending—it', Invesiint in
estine for the fut. re. We lepre

.r

Nr rill

UNION CITY, TENN.
iiMI11111111111.1111111111111.11.111111111111111J

serif some of the STRONGEST
companies in the United States.
▪
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iperience
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yon full

value

•.=

for

your premium Mater.
—PRONE NO. 5—

Fire, Lightning, Windstorm, Hail and
Automobile Insurance.

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
"Br sure You Are Ingured"
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OPERATION OF THE MOTOR
MRS CANTILLION ENTERTAINS WITH BRIDGE PARTY
5. •Check Oil Filter
Mrs. Joe Cantillion delightfully
entertained a number of her Fulton
6. •Check Radiator
friends with a well-planned bridge
7. •Check Fan Belt
lastly Tuesday afternoon at her home
in Hickman, Ky.
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The following Fultonians were
11. •Clean Inside of the Car
present: Mesdames A. G. lialdridge.
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It S Williams. L. 0. Bradford, Abe
',new, T. M Franklin, Jake Hud13. •Spray Springs
(Heston, Ernest Fall, Warren Graham, Walter Willingham, Joe Davis,
WHY NOT MAKE THE THANKSGIVING SEASON YOUR DRESS-U
Let us put SUPER-PIRO in your radiator now.
P
Vester Freeman. Gus Bard, Louis
TIME?
The low prices advertised in our Great Harvest of Values Still
!twit-Proof Anti-Freeze, lasts longer-Gal. $1.00
Dr
We
) iikes, Glynn Bushart, and George
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Illinois Oil Co.
Wholesale & Retail

Herman Sams, Agent

EVERYTHING
SACRIFICED

As Tornado Leaves
BARGAINS

In Path at
HUNT BROS.

.;ENATOR BARKLEY SUNDAY
...JCESTS OF GRAHAMS
Senator and Mrs A W. Barkley
spent Saturday and Sunday in Ful:1(.11 attending the Methodist Conference They were Sunday dinner
guests of J. Ray Graham Sr , and
family KTyhey left Sunday for Paductth,!MISS ANN VALENTINE
I MEMBER OF COLLEGE CHORUS
Miss Ann Valentine, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. W C. Valentine has
been selected as a member of the
Christian College Choral Club at
!Columbia, Mo This is a very popular club of the college. It is known
:is the Christian College Community Chorus and includes 250 voices.
They will sing "Stabat Mater" by
!!i in concert January 9th
siNflING AT WALNUT GROVE
Community singing will be held
`,unday night. November 22 at the
Walnut Grove Methodist church
singing will be !ed by W L and
Jack Matthews.
I.OTUS CLUB WITH
MRS CHAS GREGORY
The Lotus Club met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs Chas. Gregory
lit her home on Maple-av, with Miss
Laverne Browder, joint hostess. The
president, Mrs Hunter Whitesell,
presided over the business session.
-mandril reports were made and
plans completed for a Christmas
party
Mrs Clint Reeds made a very interesting review of "Greengates' by
R. C Sheriff. "Far Forest" by Frances Brett Young was reveiewed by
Mrs. Mozelle Gerry Smith. At the
conclusion of the program the hostesses served a delightful salad
plate to the thirteen members
HONORED ON BIRTHDAY
Mrs Irby Holder delightfully entertained with a party Thursday if-;
ternoon complimenting her daugh- •
ter. Marjorie, on her tenth birthday I
Eighteen guests were present and '
enjoyed games and clever contests
I Each guest presented ths honoree I
an attractive gift

Prevail. You are certain to find just what you want in our enormous stock.
ALL NEW .VERCHANDISE BROUGHT TO YOU AT PRICES THAT
WILL ASTOUND YOU

FALL COATS

CHILDREN'S SKI SUITS
SIZES j to 8
$4.50 $4.95

$5.85 $7.85 SIZES Yonugir Short
Sleeves
$9.85 $16.50 NEW SILK BLOUSES
98(

CORDUROY SUITS
„ $3.48
THE SEASON'S
WOMENS METALI( HATS $1.95
CHOICE OF
INFANT SNOW SUITS
$1.98
FALL DRESSES GIRLS SCARF SETS
49( 98(

$3.85
ANOTHER GROUP of DRESS!'..'•
Very last word in style and qua lit

$4.85""$5.85

WOMENS FOOTWEAR
Straps, Ties, Pumps

$1.49
1.98 4,0
$1.98

‘1111a

L. KASNOW'S
"CLOTHE THE ENTIRE FAMILY FOR LESS"

•
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IA( REA
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JONATHAN FANCY
/N
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BREAD SALES! TRY IT NOW
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piece. l'he following ladies assisted guest at Mrs II R Houston so, has
WRAPPED EATING
A
THIS LOW PI:ICE.
in serving: Mesdames Wallis Keel- •otne on Bates Street
Size, Dozen_ lac
Last 2 weeks sale, dozen
ling, William Blackstone, Robert
N. G Cook and daughter, Lillian,
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•
•
•
•
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•
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—0—
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---o—
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•
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• relati
lc
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lb.
2(k.
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• FOURTH STREET • Miss Idelle
Larg
e
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4-lb. Carton ""
• student of
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BARBER SHOP • Murray CollegButts,
•
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•
3( Shelled Pecans, lb.
H GROGAN, Prop
55c
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(
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•
PS, bunch
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y Sunday after"E" TO
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•
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•
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Filbe
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chin
BIM I-lb. COOKIES I'
a,
new 25c
FELLOW. LR.
checks
College spent last week end in FulMIL
D'
Suda
n
Dale
s,
pkg.
COLDS ton with parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The
OLYMPIA LIMA BEANS N°'2
Clarence Caldwell.
Raisins, 2-1b. pkg.
RuTABAriAs NMI'Canadian, lh 3
and
19c
(
MISli Ann Murrell Whititell atRaisins, Blue Ribbon, 5c
FEVER tended the Vanderbilt-Tennessee
50
HOG LARD -lb. CAN
First Day
(outbidi game in Nashville Saturday
Nagar Rolled Dates lb
$6.45
Gold
en
Mc
Ripe, DO:(,, 10,
day aftet.noon. Site was accompanLiquid Tuhlets
Dale
s,
14
Headache
.
-lb.
CAN
,
pkg.
ied
1
It
by
25e
Mr.
and
Mrs. Robert Whitsalve, Nose Drops 30 minutes
Clean
. nel and Bobby Whitnel of DyersCluster Raisin, box 1.5e SPINACH NO.
8c
EAC
H
burg.
21
lbs.
To "Rub-My-Tism"
69
(
Laye
r
Hi
lbs.
Raisins, lb.
Mr and Mrs Leroy Owen will
10c
Sc
Woriirs lieu( 1.1111mrtit
leuve Saturday morning for DeCarmel Candy,lb.
The
troit. Mich., to make their home.
CABBAGE FIRM'"ES"
Jelly Beans, lb. _..___. 10c SUGAR "-m ('lath
' Hi.
Miss Charlotte Davis who is a
.
ag
$1.25
senior at Christian College of CoAccurate
Choc
olate Drops,lb._ I0c
No. l Red Triumph 7r,
lumbia, Mo., has been elected as a
ll'ORKMANSHIP
member of the President's AdvisaJt. Orange Slices, lb...._. ilk CRACKERS 2-lb'BOX
TEN LBS.
15c
Stick Candy,20 sticks lbc
.41 Lou' Cost ory Council. Miss Davis is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis.
Watches, Clocks & Time Pieces
35 Differen. Fres,: Vegetables
LEMON DROPS, lb. lhe BRO
Mrs. H. T. Douglas spent Tuesday
of All Kinds Accurately Re
OMS CLEAN"REP
Memphis with her son, Sneddon
'each 12c
Wrapped Kisses, lb. loc
if
paired at Low Cost by"—ft
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Smith Jr. and
.11arshmallows, lb. 15c
Miss Martha Smith spent Saturday
ANDREFIrS
in Nashville, Tenn., attending the
5c Candg liars 3 for 10c
JEWELRY COMPANY
Vanderbilt-Tennessee football game,
Tax Not Included Abovu
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Shuck spero
Peas and Carrots

CHESNUT GLADE

•
-

P4111flS

COHN

•••••••••=.....

•-

KROGER

your money refunded.

K (aieRig4rt,„5..ms. ,
GliteLPEFRUIT

7c

KROGER CLOCK BREAD

APPLES

ORANGES

Small

15c

2

GREEN ONIONS"I've"
FRESH SPINACH LB.
TURNIPS
ONIGNS

•

2

35e

Aoc

LARD
SUGAR
FREE

ic

BANANAS
FRESH COCOANUTS

nt

MEAL

'
7

POTATOES

TORNADO STRIKES
HUNT BROS.

JEWEL COFFEE

Mixed Vegetables
Spaghetti, Peas
Red Kidney Beans
Lima Beans
Vegetable Soup
Diced Carrots
Tomato Soup
Pork & Beans
All 9-oz, Cans-

The only Coffee in the World thaw'
at the roasting ovens. It tastes better.
It is fresher.

SALMON

can

NO,I PINK

1.11. Ik

EA. 10c

FRENCH,lb. 19c Country Club lb. 1Se
Positively Guaranteed To Please You

UNION CITY, TENN.
THICK RIB ROASTS

Leaving Many

dium Grade

Grade,

LB. 15
(

35
(

CHUCK OR BRISKET ROASTS Med Grade 12/
1
2
(

lit 14
(

19c
15c

LEAN AND MEATY,lb.

GROUND BEEF PURE'lb'

.441

19(

C. Q. Grade

NECK BONES

SOLD AT SOME
PRICE

LB.

LB. 22/
1
2c

SIDE MEAT BEST SALT,lb.
PORK CHOPS LEAN''-

REFRIGERATORS that must be

C. Q. Grade

C. Q. Grade

ROUND OR LOIN STEAKS 'el.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

3 LB. BAG 45(

82(
15c

BEEF RIB STEAKS SHORT CUTS__

LB. 17%
(

FRYERS AND DRESSED HENS AT
KROGER
'
S
35(
OYSTERS sn's
BOLOGNA

PARIFINE

PURE

HI. 12/
1
2c

SLICED BACON LB
'

29c

BABY RED SNAPPER FOR FRYING'lb'

MILLET OF HADDOCK

SAUSAGE

LB 20
(

PORK

P111,111211MTMOM
--- - - 171
- WW2

LB.

22y
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PI A( S YoUR ORDER WITH US FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING
The trouble with most leaders is
Bowers
Commun
ity
Chub
met
with
they
DUCKS AND TURKEYS
don't start leading until they
. Authorized Agent for WILLARD Batteries
Mr and Mrs W L Jolley Novem. see which
way the people are headher 6th with thirty-six members and ed
several visitore present. The
morn"For Dependable Automobile Service"
ing was snent soeially and romplet- erThere are a lot of diseases we nestleg record-, for the year At noon try have any trouble with until we
to spell them
Miallia=ramogroaehmumanumgm
EAST STATE LINE ST.
FI'LTON, K1.
1,7 5,7 7;'et
7,; ont,

Ntro r m

TortNADO

STILAKES
WEST TENN.
and ck
ers its
force at
HUNT BROS.

I

EBENEZER

CAYCE NEWS

CLEANSWEEP SALE

1

PIEKE NEWS

CABBAGE

411

•.`

1c

WILLARD BATTERY $3.95

ENON NEWS

COMPLETE WINTER SERVICE

BANANAS GOLDEN RIPE, DOZ.

114

GRAPEFRUIT

17c

GRAPES

15(

I

I

BRADY BROS. GARAGE

BOWERS NEWS

PICKLE'S GRO.
A Star Performer!

THRIMSGIVMG(E
--MENU-tt's

OutetancLing performance in
Fleur, as in football, is' the
result of a careful selection
of material,
painstaking
preparation and expert supervision.

TURKEY
CHICKEN
DUCK

Winter Ahead!

NUTS
CANDY
CRANBERRIES

Back in 1907, W114.11 fOothall
stars thought less about
news-reel cameras, Browder Milling Company began
its operation. Housewives
quickly noticed the outstanding performance of
our FLOUR. They found it
to be a "Star Performer"
in the field of baking.

YES! WE WILL
HAVE PUMPKIN
PIE AND ALL THE
TRIMMINGS--

Today, we hate maintained that reputation in these
Famous Brands(

at

FREEZING winter weather is Just
around the corner! Don't
' be caught off guard) Call on
us to supply those winter aceessor
les to make your driVing safe,
convenient and comfortable We
are fully equipped to take care of
your need.

SPECIAL on Floor Mats, all popular
make ears
SPECIAL on Seat Corers, all popular
make ears
AUTO HEATERS,Arvin installed
free $9.95 up
ANTI-FREEZE, EVERVREADY PRES
TONE
AND ZERONE
GRANT BATTERIES
$3.95 and up

•

QUEEN'S CHOICE or
BROWDER'S SPECIAL
SUPERBA or PEERLESS
--Made By—

r

Browd64 Milling Co.
State Line Street

fulton, Ky.

Lowe's Cafe

I. H. Read
MOTOR CO.
Complete, Efficient, Courteout Serrici
110114"01111~~11111~11111110111~
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Per Cent

Reduction

Save on Tires

In Prices.

hi,3,14)
4vGak,
ns Gil/1 t,IA.
Mt; uoRE MILES In THE
LONG RUN

!et; /
1. 11:1

WATER VALLEY NEWS
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ILLINOIS WI. CO

Former Low
evects Reduced
g

PROTECT YOUR LIFE
IN 11 YOUR PURSE.
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human outlet ins;
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Iwo and III'. ger te treks mile° Unchanged
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s
Ibiwkirie
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tele,
suffered
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ut
intervat
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available
,44 11101 I Nancy McClure 4411
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s of togs will be mallet and that there
vannot obtain credit the make or horsepowregardles
Ohl Crab," a farce coniesly in man; Sir Hubert and Lady Catheai t, iii iI
er
Hill Icor) 114 11 411111rd III hill
Trucks will he fewer numbers on the tags
have 11,, other niceties of providing
Olive acts III the high
audi- Janiem Lee Illeytt anti latuill CHOI- bii.11111' It 'wort ailment.
tily
wee/w
feed, end farm operating titled by farmer, to haul produce, Each tag will bear on alphabetical
torium Seturday night,
M1114. Bard; Ilettle, the maid, PollY
etc , may be licensed for $8 provid- letter with the number.
Young son of !knight/4 Bennett is expenses
I al
The charactere etc,. Judste (lovely, Mary, Jack's wife, Lucille auffering
with a la okeo 01111
ed throe are tint more than one and
mop,.
Adam Apple, it small tuwii Judge,
lorma to provide one-helf
Helen
Hawkins end Charlene liii- stiltn
ton Capacity Free for IRELife would be great If everybody
eli tinir.*
e hinds
tins' McCliirsi, Jr ifentletta Apple, 1st arid tul Warne wain iiver Lowee
purchase liveintl I 1.111P1111/ MIIMIICIN all the
stoc1,, implements, and other capital
time
hie wife. Doi is Brattott, Deliciouts teams in the gym here last Friday I,t'y hive chicken pox
be swell:Ale in the near
Apple, Mende Celia Camino, Eatle night
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'
,
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itivetiligated to determine
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,
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Theatre at Fulton. After ell, Mos Wellies. Welds Msi
,
ityec,
Supervisor II But al
Its' itliew they lint! refreehmente at Everett,
I'MIVETENT—
and
JNIPPN A Everett at- Itelsiloiltation
Office bouts. MayDeMyel-Sciiten Drug Store
Stovall Bldg. over J. C Penney
FRINFRAL AND
Revel Moody and his family left Futile the Methodiet Conference 41t field,
N IPII. Resettlem
lent
week
ent office, 111)1) unIlls 114% for Ciiiiiredo where they
011111LANCR
Puth Joyce. little oaught('r of 51r. til noen, Monday. Murray, WPA of
wiII make their future home
mai rbIt N ()ran Ler, 111441 lit their rice, :i0 A M. until noon, Monday.
siERVICE
'V IA workers are building conerete III
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$aturday offer ii Clinton, WPA office, 11:3(1 A M unwet. ter Slate Ilighwey Depart• week's illnesshere
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mom( to) Ian tlatid lii thoo Watut. ValleYShe wee eight year. iit este Funeral faulty Agent Office, 10:041 A.M una highway
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services were conducted by 114,V til mien, Thursdya.
Historic Camp Bentiregaril Is list- NrWINIM at Mt. Vermin
Sittniay fols .1 te be in the new markings for lowed by
burial in MI %atoll corne• WARDEN 1(110(1ISSUES
11 M. route 45 from Chicago to New tery.
WARNIN
G TO HUNTERS
I wish to announce that I am now in comtirleatix
Means Paul Miaire and (1 C PhilDr C. 13. Bard was in Louisville 110 attended
the
Formers
Leginti!
American
in
many
West
Kentucky
Thursday to attend to Veteran of- banquet
plete charge of the
in Clinton Wednesday night. counties are getting tired of "game
fair.
1
hogs anti unsportsmanlike hunting,
end
Mr
Mrs.
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moved
Mrs. Norman Morgan and child- this past week
to a farm near Ful- and are posting their lands against
ren visited Mrs Garlic Boyd last ghum.
invasion by hunters, according to
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ers Chili met et the Warden J. C. Bubb. The game warNIrs. 011ie Mobley of Mayfield, Is home
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Drysdale Thurssaid complaints had become so
, ding Mr.. Hollie Mobley
day in an all day session with seven numerous in several sections of the
Martha Haskell and Laura C. Bard members present.
First
The
lesson,
"PerDistrict that farmers in those
MRS. J C.
gave a duet number at the Woman's sonal Char in," was
Formerly Latta-Wright--Corner Carr St. and
presented by the communities are discusing the formClub at Mayfield Thursday night. home agent, Mrs 'Thompso
sat. t•rit
ation
of
n.
a protective league to proMrs.
Commer
cial Avenue, and invite all my friends
J. D. Sneed was seriously injured Lewin Eskew was elected
to take hibit hunting of their property.
Ntetetay While cutting Wood.
the place of the former secretary.
and customers to visit me when in need of Gulf
Killing of game out of season has
Mrs Lucy Latta, who has been on been a source of worry for
products, Gas & Oils.
the sick list for a few (lays, is im- in Western Kentucky, and years
some
proving.
farmers have indicated that they inMc'ifira
F Ashley and A. E. tend to post more land unless huntALSO LET US SERVICE YOUR
Kwynn attended the funteal of Mr. ers obey the law. Warden Bugg
anLamkin et Spring Hill Sunday.
nounces that the hunting season for
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison and quail and rabbits opens November
CAR FOR WINTER 1)14'114.W;
little daughter of near Fulton spent 24 and closes January 9 The water'Sunday with Miss Meddle Phillips. fowl hunting season opens NoyemYee, Pitman( eentsdne elernente of
bet. 20 and extends through Decproven value.such asOrganic Copper
REHABILITATION OFFICE
ember 25.
and Iron,evhich quickly aid nature In
IS OPENED AT HICKMAN
building rich, red corpuscles. When
*44
MARCH 1 DEADLINE
,
this happens. the appetite improvel
A rural Habilitation office WAN
FOR
CAR
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Nervituanout (Reappears. Energy and
opened this week by Connie Dyer,
March I will be the new
—Lowell (Shorty) Williams, Prop.-strength usually return. You frol like
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gram at Mayfield, Murray and Clin- truck licenses instead of January
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ton. The work if this office v'ill he County Court Clerk Clardie
druggist.
Corner Comm. Ave. & Carr St.
Phone 639
to help needy farmers to obtain sub- land stated this week. He said Holthat
financird aiaript- he presumes the sale of new tags
FULTON, KY.
ance for necessary farm operating will start on December 2 as
usual.
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ROUTE FOUR NEWS

Announcement...

to the Motoring Public

HORNBEAK

FUNERAL HOME

Gulf Senfice Station

M A NEW WOMAK,
THANKS TO PURSANG

Gulf Service Station

iki-VIE

L.
SUGAR

Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station)

PURE CANE
(10 lbs. to a customer)
CORN,CountryGentleman,Case of 21 cans S'2.75
TOMATO JUICE, Tall Can, each
9c
BEETS, No. 2 Can, 3 Cans for
27c
2-lb. Box and
Sc School Tablet
IRLI JUNE PEAS, No. 2 Can, 2 cans
19c
PORK & BEANS,Medium Can,2 for
15c
CARMEN PEAS, Tiny Size, No. 2 Can
18c
HOMINY, Medium Can, 2 Cans
15c
2 LBS. for

10"s. 47(

i4n

CRACKERS

16(

EVAPORATED PEACHES

25c

(.01?.V, Pride of ill., can Ilc
Dozen Cans $1.50
PRUNES, 40 to 50 Size, lb.
9c
COCOA,3 lbs. for
27c
VANILLA WAFERS, per lb.
15c
NO.2/
1
2 CAN, 2 CANS FOR

23c

KRAUT

KRAUT JUICE, Medium Can, 2 Cans _
25c
PINEAPPLE No.2/
1
2 Can,Sliced or Crushed 21c
PEARS, No. 21
/
2 Can, Each
_ 21c
APPLE SAUCE, Medium Cans, 3 for
25c
YELLOW FREESTONE,2 cans ir
Halves in Syrup, Medium "C
PICKLES, Sour, Full Quart
15c
KEG SODA, per pound
5c
MATCHES, 3 boxes for
10c
SNO-FLUF FLAKE HOMINY,lb. carton 10c
it
shaeB
kr hlearrcaon
ad
l

PEACHES

65c

CHARCOAL FURNACE '1

Stephenson's
Comm.
p
Ifeloneetunk

Is.

Crocerv

Fulton,
Ky.

Dairy farmers snow that the lack
of protein in clean, bright seed meall
ean be compensated for by adding a
little cottonseed meal or soybean
meal to the ration. Protein is said
to be relatively cheap in these feeds
at present prices.
Fats are the most concentrated
body fuels and contain more energy
than sweets and starches. For this
reason, children need butter every
day, in addition to a pint to a quart
of milk. Both can be used in soups
or other dishes.
Erosion and leaching are said to
account for two-fifths of the annual
loss of humus from the soil, crops
accounting for little more than a
fourth. Nature requires 400 to 1.000
years to make an inch of topsoil
which may be lost in a year on steep,
cultivated land.
If no I.:ilk is available, a dry mash
containing animal protein is necessary for high egg production, especially in winter, when egg prices are
high. Many farmers make a fifth
tot the mash a good grade of tankage,
, by weight.
Baked squash recipe: Use six medium sized pieces of winter squash.
a teaspoonful of salt and a tablespoonful of butter. Bake in a hot
oven until tender, add seasoning and
-'rye. Cheese sprinkled over the
p as soon as taken from the oven
,,ives a delightful flavor.
Warm, dry quarters and plenty of
drinking water held to reduce the
feed bill for any kind of livestock.
Careful feeding in clean troughs and
other extra attention pay big dividends, especially when feeds are
high priced.
BANK DEPOSITS EQUALS
THAT OF 1929 TOTALS
Recent figures released by the
U. S Bureau of Agriculture Economics, framers have about as much
money in the banks now as they had
in the boom year of 1929, despite
the disastrous drouth of 1934 and
1936, arid they owe the banks and
the government less money than
they have since the government has
kept official records.
They will need new credit next
year, particularly in the drouth areas and because of increased costs
of crop production, but there will
be a "plentiful supply of credit for
sound agricultural loans" at low
rates of interest, the bureau forecaste.
Increased demands for farm products. with increased prices for at
least the first half of the year pointed toward a continued increase in'
the farm income.
FARM AID FOR LOW INCOME
AND DROUGHT STRICKEN
FARMERS AVAILABLE
The Resettlement Administration ,
of the United States of America is
aiding needy farmers to obtain subsistence, Iced, farm operating ex:1-'1 farm personal property.
This eid iq aveileble to hona-fide
farmers only. Aid for food, clothing,
se 1 ehsistence is available to farm-

For

Thanksgi ving

Such as

Champagnes,
Whiskies,
Wines,
—ALL POPULAR BRANDS—

—ALL FAMOUS KINDS—

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

The

SMOKEHOUSE
—FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Warner Bros. Again Pick the Outstanding Pictures for
Your Entertainment Dining Thanksgiving
Wook at Regular Orpheum Theatre Prices! An Outstanding I..ine•Up
th.it We Sincerely Recommend
to Everyone.

1
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Signed: BURGESS WALTMON, Mgr,
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NOTE
Coistitturous mlami (III
l'hurs. mittrIN at 1 p.m

BEWARE, Astatte.
Marion swings
it high, hot
and handsome!

\

TO

their peLlic it
w ii passion . . . to
tiem it was p011

CAIN was awfully
ubl• . . h. did
hi, bloat work
in th• clinch•e.

1

Leif.

every ins .u
touch of theatre -craft
that goes to mak./ a
Warner Bros. musical
a world important eventl
Not since the first light
gleamedinaHollywood
studio have there becn
two such grand jobs ot
ent3rtaining as these
stars give to the millions
who've always wanted
to see Marion in air)
arms 0!that Gable man!
rres

DANCES dzonts•d,
d•rits•d and
dirtact•d
Roby C't•Inally

MARION

CLARK

DAVIES • GABLE
C IN and MABEL"
In

r • .1

ALLEN JENKINS • ROSCOE KARNS
• WALTER CATLETT

DAVID CARLYLE • HOBART CAVANAUGH •
Directed by LLOYD BACON
A Warner Bros Picture • A Cosmopolitan
Production

•••••••••••

COM/NG SOON!
"LIBELED LADY" with 4 Big Stars
"The Charge of the Light Brigade"
DIONNE QUINTS in "REUNION"
"THREE MEN ON A HORSE"
Eleanor Powell "BORN TO DANCE"

..\os

ORPHEUM THEATRE

wiiiiilenelleelelleillIMMISSIIIII6111112011111wiews—ww

"THE THEATRE OF OUTSTANDING PICTURES
"
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CLEAN COMICS THAT WILL AMUSE BOTH OLD and
YOUNG
nalaaair
THE FEATHERHEADS
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rivrew(
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Never Cnsi

Chiang Kai•Shek. dirlatsr s' •
Nanking government, warns CIS•
"No nation can ruin us unlo
first ruin ourselves," empls.
the fact that the short road to
tional ruin IS neglect of preparaT
for war. Some patriotie An ers
"radio sponsor" might arrange 1,,
broadcast that talk in Washint'lml.
D. C. We need it here almost as
much as China traeds it.
England fears that quarrels
among union men may cause stri',
in airplane factories aflti de.
Britain's effort to get ready for her
next war. Such strikes unuld
ably bring welcome orders !
planes to American factorios: net.
theless, it is only fair to rem.
British workers, quarreling amois.:
themselves. that when foreign
bombs begin dripping on their
families any strike agarist national
safety will seem to have been foolish, in retrospect. Ar.d those words,
"chiefly women and children,"
should be remembered.

•

oasie4C
S.'
d
.n•ally.

Borrowed money is chesper. and
It ought to be, since the dollar is
only worth 59 cents.
A cheap
house or cheap dollar should bring
a cheap molt. Even so. it surprise:
you to learn that Mayor LaGuardia
borrowed from J. P. Morgan & Co.
thirty million dollars for the ci1y.
spread over a five-year period, 1,1one arid one-tenth per cent interest.

.J

Here. Myron C. Taylor. head of
"Big Steel," greatest steel col:many
Iii tne world, announces increases
in wages, also rusumption of full
dividend payments on the preferred
United States Steel stock, also earnings in three months of more than
thirteen million dollars, biggest in
six years. Thirteen million dollars
in threo months may not be "big
nioney," but "it is better than being hit on the head with a sharp
stone."
c Ktne
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Gruesome details which no one
seems to have put into a movie or
a horror story are published in
connection with a rec.-ant suicide.
The unfortunate victim, convinced
that life was not worth while,
banged himself. and then. still
conscious, found he was mistaken
and made desperate unsuccessful
efforts to cut the rope.
now that think of suicide
should remember that they must
leave the world soon in any case,
and might as well remain to see
what will happen. While there is
life, there is hope.

wu• awfully
• . h• did
best work
h• clinch•s.
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Do Much About Scared Feet

t

A green parrot, with red tipped
wings, buried in a respectable
grave, will have a granite hea
stone with "Here lies Polly C,
dington, sixty-eight years old," ti.
grayed on it. Exactly how old Polly
was, no one knows. Born in Brazil,
she was presented to the gran"soother of Mrs. Joseph E. Hies
sixty-eight years ago. Parrots. I..
eagles, elephants and other hi.
ligent creaturos that eat wisely,
often pass one hundred.
A higher race thinks up foolish
things for itself.
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An American who recently 'lo!
left a fortune of between tyre'
live arid thirty million dollar'', clio
ly in tax exempt securities (on wl;
the owner, while he lived, paid •
income tax. Now that he is de
inheritant e taxis.; will take aboat
two•thirds of the Many millions.
The lack of a "dead-or alive'• taxexempt securities offors opportunity
to some able lawyer. If the government has no constitutamal right to
take any mcome from tax.exen •
bonds, how can it legally take h.,
merely because the owner is in his
coffin?
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'rlitose peurla are "real."
Although experts t•an t..11 the differmoue, they annoy jewelers a c ,t
have hurt the value of the 'al
accidental pearly. but they make
it unnecessary for the unfortunate
Pearl diver to "goo all naked to the
hungry shill k," as the poet ham it.
Mr. Mikonoto hiss
obliged to
kill huralredn cif millions of oystera,
which is serious. his Buddhist religion tenches that each has its little
atparate soul -an fact. the soul of
Isis great-grandmother might have
reorder! in One of the (oysters.
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THE FUNNY SliDE OF LIFE
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Mr. Kokichi Without'', rilole Jar
11111.411. 0910.1111M, MIVP II peddlei
ef
nomailea, is now
gigatilleally rich,
thank,' to his la ster veto I idea.
Ile ((taken real
hy footslog
the 0 y ii I io r ti
%au k ftp r is r I
production.
Instead of diving
for (sysoltorot, hop
log to
o e
with a pearl in it,
he puti: little, ii
rItating grime, of
Natal itiaido II
shellm of toilloas
4 rIlsre Ihishom•
of oyster's, and
rash matter procetalii to deposit the
pea'Iv mulaitionce on the Natal to
es, ape ha Irritating scristehing.
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Curse of Progress

IN Course!
rhe train
IWO pulling runt
when the breathless tart dashed to
the ticket wind, o Alm rs ap,- lie
gasped "gnome a eound trip tick
et!"
'Where to''
The ht.% looked at the ticket man
disgust "B ti aack here!" ne
panted, "where didra think:"

Problems
"Do you regard yourseli as a
seta ant of the people?''
No." answered Senator Soo Onion
We need the assistance 01 you' in
iellectual women Politics nas proo
lents enough without ellooana o is
understoot. that the servano
problem
"
Going into a iiy goods store
lones was met by a cleik o to,
isked. "Something tor you so
Jones- Yes. I want to get nty
Alte a shirt a:list.
Clerk-What bust'
Jones-1 didn t hear anything.
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J. M. Robbins Service Station
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J. M. Robbins Service Station
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Best of At
(,is in Shoe Repairing
11'ilh Guaranteed Service 1( All Times

J. T. POWELL

By WILLIAM BRUCKART
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Nt.iin Street

TEXACO SERVICE STATION
On West State Line Street, Fulton, Ky.
Where you get thot world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubrication 50c, Washing 50c,
Goodrich Tires and Batteries on easy payment plan. No money
down and terms to suit.

BENNETT SERVICE STATION
WEST STATE LINE
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MODEL SHOE SHOP
ALL 1% Olth t.
3111

tit. N TEED

\lain street

Fulton.

Your Laundry Does It Best
I iir

I1
)ti (1'

PARISIAN LAUNDERERS—CLEANERS
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
EAT .AT

LOWE'S CAFE
Os sters Are in Season

Lake :st

I- ult on

DAY AND NIGHT SERVI(7E

Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCART TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET—OPPOSITE P %Kist va I at \Din
WE BUY AND SELL USED 'I Haas %ND 11 BES
RUBBER

%BIM El t lit At 1'\

BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
Prompt Service

CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 A \

322

dimMENEwimmi
Have Your Car Serviced At

DEPOT SERVICE STATION
N1 here We Greet 1 on Vs ith Smiling Sers ice
for

CITIES SERVICE OIL PRODUCTS
CARS WASHED 50c —
CARS TRO.E1NIZED 50c
BATTERIES CHARGED — FREE ROAD SERVICE

IKEY READ, Prop,
aU1111111INIIIIIMMIMI

VISIT

BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
for
LIQUORS. WINES, BRANDIES AND GINS
All Ages for Your Taste—All Prices for Your Purse

BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
442

LAKE STREET

PHONE 237

ALSO—Visit Buck's Pool Hall and Luncheonette

will do nothing in the waiy of
expanding riperations when the tax
greats convenes lawa ails taking sue is a treniendous
Work for
and Plo naturally toll and actually Nerve its tin iniCongress
preliminary tialling force against the desires of
t II
gi miling of legisla- businerat to mcrease its own levaome.
tive wheelo Is now being heard. Of
The third fartor iii intlialit'e, that
•burse, there hair been no leginlative of government
spending. throws a
Program formulated. Little of a fear into the hearts of every
bumsdone In
specific character can
man. As long an the budget is
this direction until the fait and the
unbalanced and operating, even
smoke of a campaign di ifts away. a astute of money
continuea, there
Nevertheless, beneath it all there is an
unsettling inflioaita at work
are definite signs to guide us. to which
keeps business interests from
'.how /11/111(' of the important ques• making new
pains. The reason is
tions that will naturally force their that
an unbalanced budget and
way to the front rank of considera- wasteful expend:torus
constitute a
tion by congress us soon all It IS
continual threat of inflation. Especformally organised January 3.
ially is this true when Its' Chief ExWhile I chi not take much stock ecutive
has the power to 'hangs. the
in many of the ideas or schemes value of
motley.
that are receiving aonsideration, or
The business men, as far as my
to which sponsors are trying to direct attention, it is perfectly evident information goes, take the position
that one of the major questions to that it is worse than uselass for
receive congressional attention this them to attempt to increase their
year is the plight of business. I prialuctain or mold plans regarding
mean that there are countless gov- their business as long as they canernmental outwies that directly af- Mit feel sure that the value of the
fect business and the debate of the money they use will tea the same
I ecent presidential campaign h a s tomorrow that it is today.
awakened such widespread interFrequently I have heard eviest in general business that congress dence substantiating the raiser,
cannot avoid debate on the subject. til/fIS I have made above. Tia
There are many members of the business interests prevala ti
house and arnate, including a good- let for tremendous amoui •
ly number of thus.' lately elected or money now lying idle in bank,. lit
ie-elected, who feel that the Wash- other words, these business
interests
ington governinent has been mess- are the potential borrowers
of biling too much into the affairs of lions of dollars
that are not now
private business. They feel, and I being used and
the fact that they
believe with justification. that unless are not borrowing
this money
many of the government handicaps simply cuts off
the use of a very
are withdrawn, unless many of the important force in
our economic life.
est tact ions and t
uperfluous rules
Further, the fact that business is
.ind regulations are removed, businot borrowing money and engaging
ness cannot go ahead as it apparin expansion of production has the
ently would like to do.
very vital result of preventing emIt is said that many corporations ployment
of labor. The American
Would like to engage in plant ex- Federation
of Labor announces that
pansion moil increase their pay rolls
there are something like eleven milby many thousands of workers but lions
of %takers still unemployed.
they are afraid to do so under pres- Yet,
the question must be asked how
ent laws and policies. They cannot
or why business would want to do a
feel a sense of safety and corporate better job in
behalf of itself and help
funds, after all. are just like many labor
by employing additional workbelonging to an individual. Those ers
at the same time when its own
who manage it or own it will not in- I
government continually tiara,. • '
vest It unless they can be assured in
one way or another. No ami .
of policies by the government at
criticism by those responsible ii
Washington that give them an equal
goe-...rnment can force business t
chance, at least, to obtain a return take
a chance with its money.
on the money they invest. In other
• • •
words, corporations are just like
individuals who will not risk their
Undoubtedlv, we will see a ye
money unless they have confidence great many bills popping around the
•
that the odds are favorable to them.
capitol, bills deExpect
Word came to me the other day
signed to relieve
through official channels to the efMany Bills business of this or
fect that a gigantic and well-known
the other handicap
orporation was ready to expand its now believed to be hanging over it.
..ahole productive capacity if it could The bulk of them will receive no
He certain that federal tax laws • consideration because the bulk of
were going to be revised so that 1 those bills will be loosely drawn and
they consisted of tax laws rather I will be representative only of the
than tax penalties on business desires of a particular segment of
ahances. The word was that this commerce or industry. But as the
orporation expected to spend about situation now appears we can expect
ane hundred forty-two millions; that to see something done about the
ie authorization for the wosk had tax laws in the forthcoming conioeen approved by the corporation's gress. It appears fairly certain to
aoard of directors and that blue me, for example. that the ridiculous
arints of the plans had been drawn. surplus earnings tax enacted by the
But all of this had been done upon last congress must be rewritten.
a contingent basis.
Because the bulk of our business :You v..111 say that this is an iso- handled by corporations, it ought '
lated case, and it is. But it is 'so- be important to give corporatit.
:.3teri only to the extent that I am consideration as a class. They had
not able to name names and identify specific attention from the New
directly hundreds of other corpo- Dealers and this despised corporarations that are exactly in the same tion tax on surplus earnings was the
boat. To an extent, information that vehicle upon which many of the
other corporations are following the nitwits among the New Dealers atsame policy is hearsay: yet, I have tempted to ride. Business, generally
every faith in the reports concern- speaking, opposed enactment of the
tag ger.eral plans along these lines statute but business was nut able
and I am firmly convinced of the to overcome the Roosevelt control
sincerity of business managements in congress. Hence, the tax law was
generally to go ahead if the Wash- enacted.
ington government permits them to
But it might be asked whether
have confidence that they will not anything better can be expected
in
be destroyed by taxation later.
this sesswit of congress. The answer
• • •
is that there arc more members of
It seems to me there are threeo the house and senate now who
recphases of federal government poli- ognize that the competitive
system
cies and laws that of doing business always in operaSpending
serve to retard. tion in the United States heretofore
Policies
business recovery. should not be destroyed. It can be
I mentioned tax- expected, therefore, that something
ation and government regulation or will be done about that tax
law and
bureaucracy. There is a third. It is just as certainly, something
will be
the spending policies that have been done in a legislative way about
the
followed and that have resulted in , numerous rules and regulations
that
the enormous federal debt with a constantly interfere with
the free
budget still unbalanced.
• transaction of business. These rules
I do aid know s inch of the three and regulations, of course, weo
is held to be the most important drafted under auttiority given o
among business generally. Reel- . congress but my conversatim
,.
mentation and bureaucracy breed ui aiming house and
senate leaders
fear in the minds of so many busi- ' convince me that
these men see the
ness leaders that as long as bureau- error
of their previous
cracy in Washington continues to be They are willing to byenactments.
somewhat
as widespread as it is, this segment ,
more bold, coming as they do fresh
of the business structure is going to
from the elections.
remain quiescert Anotloer segment
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Washington.- It is only a few short
Weeks mail the Seventy-filth con-

VISIT US AT THE NEW

Our New Phone Number 930
Our Dry Cleaning Speaks For Itself

TAM.: YOUR MEASURF
rot? THAT NEW SUIT

LET US

WALKER CLEANERS
\i

1.1111\I

DR. PAUL M. ZINKE
I Iploinclric F.ye Specialist

EYES EXANIINED 1;1,.1SSES FITTED

Watch - Clock - Jewelry - Repairing

M.F. DeMYER &SON,JEWELERS
"EXPERT RADIO SERVICE"
IN a I criiloril Iladiolrii lam %WM
I ins title., "I IL. VI.
mite of 2 rail II srhools. Itcasionabli• pricey..
Work ma Pistilli 1.tiaratilt-,II

1.tad-

We Use Modern Testing Equipment—Gise Is a '111,11

BENNETT ELECTRIC CO.
51.

COOK, Radiotrician

Phone 2111

225 Fourth St.

WHEN DINING OUT
1/1t011 IN AT

SMITH'S NEW CAFE
honte-eoliked meal., appetiringla sera ed

Open Day and Night — Phone 172

P. T. JONES & SON
DEALERS IN

PLUMBING AND SUPPLIES
BEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELEPHONE 702

109 PLAIN ST.

Ft)

Public

THE NEW SANITARY CAFE
IS UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT

W. D. (COTTON( LEIP, Mgr.

I AIs

REGULAR DINNERS PLATE LUNCHES, SHORT ORDERS,
COLD DRINKS, BEER

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
208 FOURTH ST

FULTON, KY.

Unexcelled Wrecker Service
In time of trouble we are prepared to serve you, and have
the finest wrecking equipment in West Kentucky
EXPERT REP.‘112IN(, At

ESSORIES. PARTS

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
I .i111) V.14

\ !

-

INSURANCE
Vihi prol eel

(t;

home and property 2.1 hours of
—t he iiiul safe %%.ty to be safe

our

INSURE WITH IS - PHONE NO. 5

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
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Glft of Conver:arcn

self in • volition whorl. you conld 'Where weir •
Ile ORS 1,1"Sil across tile way froze it was West's
look nor man III the eye aud say what
The pith of conversation
tit• hail a look In his house. %lee/ might lie Mets how,
doe*
you think and feel?"
nut not eunaist in
levee 1111.11 111.% or tool iieforo and I 1111 11$11111 Olio%
exhibiting your own
MI in his is Indite!. . .
Jilts
harnilly. ''Al If I moild
superior knowledge on !natte
wont to tell vois his grill W/.111 I:114/14
rs of
h IIM W4Iii111 salt,
And what If I tiled?' ilenperately. 1111.
it Introit
It wan not lima before him earn des email importuncr, but in etilarg”\VIiiit If I trii..1? Vint 'lank I waiit
mg, impiovitig, hind t•orrt.,..iiicthe
'I didn't ktiow where I'd Steen, teoted
of a ell111 111110.1,is
ti, Ilii,I florid( lie
'Wi g; i iiiitoun
oil I, hut"
Toting. I knew I'd been wander'''. OA N1111110, blot lie NI looped
1)1114M.'
by th•
In WWI g111111*
Ills Iiitelitiiesti hail overridden his round looney%
Vtlife of Usperietire
iuiitibrurubv ,,t ,,t!,e- r- %Naito'
here %vitt' m rifle. I klIeW 1111.111.11 rl1f VH1111111110 1.1,114.1`1
Scull.
111111.111
best judgment,
A
Expeticie I; tells us :hot each
I'd tieoii aa fit iuii,' ;old lit Cash. I Iris grated; X foot minis/to
ol Ito
;
"Oa ''Ii, Jim Loi•keil up For *hat?" . . . I
limn moat keenly mai unerringly
lost .11.1ii'l know anything more a man grunted 8111 lie lifted
to
detect» III ollierm the %Ice with
The 111.111 14115 Milli Ilia III, ridoseil 1.1 Ilion that
.4.41.1 eve, hut ;o.n.o.,
which he is most familia: him
talk, no goodly, firmly, Kerry hvgan
liliade strained to 'mallow, his Ili. maw that
large hulk of • 1111111 fii
self
arguing, urging for confidence, play
By
W. Hubei midi.
brefith
end wood..
posit 11111 C11111141
1/1 11111111 11i
thit oh the f it Hilo itielit
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"I lost %t hat little held J had.
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Jim Hinkle.' heart
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SIAROLD TITUS
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"I ean t! I can't!" he Iiiirnt out '
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Assuren,
f
Hope
DOZEN L
he- ell
Registered
2 teaspoons vanilla
Assurance me
I.
than
New Yorkers w h o
Ida Lupine,
Beat the eggs and add this sugar.
Virtually
life. It is healto...tt
tit. power,
are making flitIllf's
Melt the huller and t.lioceilatu tolc a tablet
vigor, activity, energy, reanliness, for themselvee in Hollywood.
and gether. Conibine the mixtures,
beauty.-J. C. Ilyie.
when the picture was shown in New
LOOrt rem TNZ OLIVEIr CROSS
York the ermined.oated and t, ire ecattne them I horougiely Add the
hatted carriage trade turned out in ',our, huts and flavorihg. Bake in
a bleaker,. pan for about twenty
fierce.
Our Sphere
-ninutes in a moderate oven. Cut
Rest is not quitting the busy ca•
n squares or novel bridge-card
Those
ever-walehful
statisticians
reier.; rest is the fitting of self to it ,
shapes before renon ing (runs the
in the bright red Jewel carion
who
check
up
on
Ihe
popularity
of pan.
sphere.-J. Dwight.
radio performer% are discovering
MI ni-t;i
11.1511Y MP' IWNI. alt.. 11.61141
C(kik IOUS
It is important n o t to bake
that it's the comediene who forget
when you use this finer shortening' For Jm•ssel is a Sproul-111nd of
brownies too long. Their delightthe script occasionally to tuck in
ful quality derende on their being
vegetahle fat smith tele r hland sleeting fats. Actual tests prove that it
an amusing remark they've just
a hit "crusty" on the outside and
(trams tusw and makes mote trader baked foods.
thought up who are the most popwore in the center. Any kind of
*lar. Bin Veto by
it-and how nuts may be used. although EngNEURALCiC PAIN much bet.er thusedues
programs are lish walnir t-te tr:Itallst preferred.
since he returned from his vacation.
ON Yffe
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- VEGETAIILI
071tItECTIef OUT

CITE sr as"ree omits01.,e

ta-r sick headA STOP TO ALL
aches I "any a friend
THAT!
said.' V. hy don't you
give NR.
thith Natures R MCAf NR
thorou-zh
Tatiletr) she ward
cleansing ol pompom's.11(05a corm .cte natural action th3t
she hada t espenenoxl for a zcs.
Yet tin deride and refreshing. Aki
Try NRs yourself Thry are on
tine for constipation. so userid
I, ward.ng off colds. r
'bilious svelte' and 01. crinciitions catsfrd tit
faulty elimination
tinly rs:-. for bos 01

a trial '••
a

25 at any drugstare.

Hero Worshiper.;
If one isn't hos otAn herrl, he
rhis friend one.

AT LAST
A ;'0:IGH
ALSO SPEEES
;mein snathes.renevisitic.a.ng
c • ..
Sag ...scats irritated Mr
l•
from rinaginag. Aai,ther set res-he. t •
hal tabas.lorrensphleire.
•gown due to a cold and •pef457..”...•.
r
nItr„relied and spreded-uf• refr•e,
doubts-amine
At TAR.Idiallar diadem.gas. eta tw...tie t

at ti.tr.r, t

e.

3:4;

t tar

Superficial Eving
Living superlic.al:y implies the
tendency to shun
fines thought

Very important people. these talent scouts for the big !Hoyle producers. And how they favor teeALREADY DISSOLVED
tam n happy hunting grounds! One
of their pet shots is a nieht club
in New York call nl The Paradise
Amer of Elotistn
The other night Samuel Goldwyn's
Pray that you have some eeotism. It sparee tele many a knock scout was there, a fen-t hastily revealed to the cast of the fl-or show
upon h.- • • • eive nat.:
-or to must of them. Naturally.
they played to him. But one girl
didn't.
She is Joyce flu-kin. She is tes-e
tall, very pretty, and wants to s.•
A while bac% in a newspaper si,e
saw a call for girls to %% i): k in a
night club. She'd rever ha.1
pertence of that kind. bio she
plied. and got a job. Pet -the
show isn't over oll reedy Vire e
the reorniere. Ti•ol
1:•te the f`Csif day, and le ,..c• •
ttrne for mit,:c he .
Po-i
she was con,t•Hrinl that f it 1.01(•11
the movie steel: wes see
her
show - a•-sw.ty. s e dio:I s t even
know that he v..is there!
_e_ _
Jaet frartline
'
,11
ert is ct!'l r rtvalesSeeee men .et, so 1
hu thee elm; from
her ati!,,mi.h1...
;lent.
et they e
.iVe I.
c to dm.- Bat as seoo e
w el 4 '.1,jizh.
'
(
Feeell return to the
.f. of 'The
Maid of Salem •• After
plans
vvel he trieh. for )t.'1"
p. lure.
"Wontan Ir.terrte
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IN TUBES 35c-UVICE BCXES $1.00

B-.:ht in large and Small Quantities
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petaled by painful. frerp:rr. near,y. tar, lea
elrnlesre‘r. tar+. rod t...•4. I a.."44. or Pus in the
urn. CYSTON
la
as all drug stores
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runseese COMPANY. U. Loots. WM.
I •.• co, of e..••••
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.Miserable
with backtyhe?
EN kedneys tufo. en badly and
Vwehrice
suffer r..3g.ng !..-scitache,
dirtiness, burn ng, scanty or too
a

frequent urtnation end getting up at
night; when you Feel teed ecryous,
all emit .. use Dosn's
Danes are especially for po‘nly
worlong kidneys. Millions
boxes
are used every year. They are recomcountry
over. Ask year
mended the
neighbor,

DOAN'S Pills

WI':T -.7 YOUR
gee V
CUTS
Usri MY POND
?OR THEIR
5KATNG RACES?
L
1
N.
5AV
SHO-D
LP
OT: AND
THAT'S ,
FINAL!

h-N
S. SAY.... THAT
SCOUTMASTE
RiS
‘.1h)
GOT A NERVE: ,
;•Z FIANG UPON HIM:
GO ON... BANG
UP 'THE
RECEIVER.

WPAT IF I
C-7.DS ?
Vat.) WCULD
Efr-, TOO, i YOu

VVELL l'OU K NOY/ th)
WHAT THE DOCTOP
TOLD YOU HE
SAID You HAVE
cOFFEc -

EATING HEAVY FCZ.L
1;. ;11'.V 9 id sm
,
e atter.
'd-trt‘s.
•;. uf r1124??1,
,
i1 171
I r-ves &stress. I a. h ssat-Ar
- 4 t • stseionfo's
t•I tr,tc.-t. 1.
C. t, hv, dc.i;'us iliv,,r. 2O,3.64
at drug

Among her other it dint-thee,
Creta Geri,' is tee Wily Mtn ie personage rebelling aeainet cemenlenry
enrollment in the Ser:e•oi .ectors'
•
who oas rot sus:••••,t!e..1 by
Actors' I: laity. Li inch It.; rrh more
is as a mone twenty-teen !tenting
actors and actresses who were
barred l's- Frtuity from appearing
men the leer:isnate etaee.
a _
Paulette Goddard rushed off
Fast ter a yzeation recently before
sett!inal • 0 w n to
work on the first of
the two pictures in
is hie!) Charlie Chaplin will direct her
and at the same
time raise her to
stardom.
He has
broken a rule by
story,
huying
a
e:legency." for the
second of these pictures - till now he's a. \, ar
always wroien his
Paulette
own, lie has reGoddard
written many of his
efforts. too, in days
gone by, to make them suit his
critical fancy.
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... is its essential to business as
us ram to qt•Ming crops. IL is
keystone in the arch cf rac,e.sfal
merchandising. Let us show you
how to apply it to your business.

a>,

... AND HAD MY
ADAC4E•5 AND

AW. TELL.
• eInq TO GO
FLY A KITE.' No
RE 'eves
THAT BUNK!

JOHN...
I'VE NEVER
SEEN YOU ACT
SO GROSS!
YOU DIDN'T
NEED TO TA KO
THE POOR
MAN'S HEAD
OFF!

'TsAGRE SHE

GOES.., NAGGING
AGAIN!SHE KNOWS
YOU SCARCELY SLEPT

A WINK LAST NIGHT...
NUT 5146 DOESN'T
CARE

hos.

FOR

CURSES!
THIS MEDD:-'NG
V.'01.4AN Whic WS
THAT POSTUIA

posTum .1
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DRIVS
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/
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1,1

:4FFEt;
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YOUR HUSBAND
IS chERTAiNLY A ,
JChLY SOUL: 1-4 a
PAVING THE TIME
OF HIS LIFE

• ISN'T IT
a WONDERFUL.?
'
S
3IINC
AI I Te.:;HPEED
TO PCsTUM
A DIFFEERNT
"P
'S
ERS
ICE
OU
Nk:i

Lot. RSE, children should neser drink coffee.
And many grown-ups, too, hod that 11.44 tafTe.n in
coffee disagrees with them. If you have
headache%
or indrgest.on or can't sleep soundly...ty Postum.
It contains no caffein. It is simply v.!14-,,e %%heat arid
bran, roasted and 'Lightly sweetened.
You may m.ss coffee at first, but after 30 days
you'll love Posts= for its own rich,
satisfsing
Postum comes in two forms Posturn Ceres-.1, the
Lind you boil, and Instear Possum. made inst.:raitin the cup. Esther way at is easy to make, tiel4flouw,
econemietd, and may prose a real help. A product te
General Fooels.

F R 2 E- tet us send 'cm 'our Arst
Post um free!:Amply

week's supply ..1
.•.•

mimed
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(•ahle i,i i r Carole feat/writ a cold bracelet and a puppy for her lorthtitn.
me

COFFEE

THAT'S A LOT
BUT I'LL
TeY IT,., IF IT
WILL. HELP KEEP
'YOU GU lET!
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'
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